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The book of Deuteronomy is an encouraging record of God’s faithfulness.    

Containing the historical testimony of Moses, God reminds the people of His 

presence and provision throughout their 40 years of wandering and preparation 

for this day of moving forward. They stand on the edge of their destiny and God 

takes them on a journey of remembrance. God says remember. 

Recently while reviewing our history, we found a landmark decision that directed 

our aspirations toward global ministries within the early years of our fellowship. 

In the twelfth Annual Assembly in November 1916, our fellowship set the first 

designation of second Sunday mission offerings. In that assembly, one hundred 

years ago, we agreed to a united effort for awareness of mission ministries, to 

prioritize a plan for world missions, and to provide a means of support and   

connection to those we sent to serve globally.  

When you achieve unique milestones, an opportunity is provided to look back 

for a moment and celebrate. This year we remember God’s faithfulness as we 

celebrate 100 years of Second Sunday Mission Offerings and exciting           

investment in a global Harvest.  

However, remembering Gods faithfulness from our past also leads us forward 

into His direction for our present and toward our future. We invite you to join the 

celebration over the next few weeks as we highlight some of the areas of      

forward movement within the ministries of Global Missions in The Church of 

God of Prophecy.  

Week One 
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